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The New Yorker: The Enormous Risk of Atmospheric Hacking

"Sometime in the next two weeks, an independent advisory committee is expected to issue a
recommendation on a request from a team of Harvard scientists to fly a balloon from Kiruna, in Sweden’s
Lapland region."
LINK

Read more » The New Yorker: The Enormous Risk of Atmospheric Hacking
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C2G: An interview with Ambassador Franz Perrez How can multilateral
processes shape the governance of climate-altering approaches?

"Addressing the global challenge of governing climate-altering approaches through multilateralism is not
just possible but necessary, said Ambassador Franz Perrez during a C2GTalk interview. In the end, he
says, it is in everyone’s best interest to build a common understanding of the potential risks, opportunities
and challenges linked to climate-altering approaches."
LINK

Read more » C2G: An interview with Ambassador Franz Perrez How can multilateral processes shape the
governance of climate-altering approaches?
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AuManufacturing: Biochar: An Ancient Waste-to-Value Product

"A miracle all-in-one soil improver, waste disposer and planet saviour, or a biomassive waste of time?"
LINK

Read more » AuManufacturing: Biochar: An Ancient Waste-to-Value Product
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XPRIZE: The Four Most Important Types of Carbon Tech

"Below we explore four examples of pathways that are used to remove carbon, as well as some of the
challenges that scientists, geologists, biologists, engineers, and innovators are working on to unlock each
pathway’s maximum potential."
LINK

Read more » XPRIZE: The Four Most Important Types of Carbon Tech
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The Guardian: Bill Gates: ‘Carbon neutrality in a decade is a fairytale.
Why peddle fantasies?’

"After putting $100m into Covid research, the billionaire is taking on the climate crisis. And first he has
some bones to pick with his fellow campaigners..."
LINK

Read more » The Guardian: Bill Gates: ‘Carbon neutrality in a decade is a fairytale. Why peddle fantasies?’
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The Conversation: Civilization VI: Gathering Storm shows video games
can make us think seriously about climate change

"A new expansion has added environmental challenges to Sid Meier’s Civilization VI, the latest in a
popular series of strategy video games that has been running since the 1990s. The expansion –
called Gathering Storm – adds new features to the game, most notably anthropogenic climate change and
natural disasters."
LINK

Read more » The Conversation: Civilization VI: Gathering Storm shows video games can make us think
seriously about climate change
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New Atlas: New concrete recipe improves its carbon capture efficiency

"Concrete is one of the world’s most commonly used materials, and unfortunately its production is a major
source of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Now, engineers at Purdue University have developed a new
cement recipe that can absorb CO2 twice as fast as usual, hopefully turning it into a useful carbon sink."
LINK

Read more » New Atlas: New concrete recipe improves its carbon capture efficiency
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The San Diego Union-Tribute: Chris Reed: Greens who object to
geoengineering put planet at risk

"Apocalyptic warnings about climate change — such as the U.S. Geological Survey-Cornell-University of
Arizona report in 2014 that the American Southwest faced a significant risk of a 35-year “megadrought”
— grow more plausible and terrifying each year as new global temperature records are set and massive
wildfires come to seem normal."
LINK

Read more » The San Diego Union-Tribute: Chris Reed: Greens who object to geoengineering put planet
at risk
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MIT Technology Review: Here’s Biden’s plan to reboot climate innovation

"It includes developing cheaper and better ways to capture carbon emissions or draw them out of the
atmosphere."
LINK

Read more » MIT Technology Review: Here’s Biden’s plan to reboot climate innovation
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UCLA: UCLA Chemical Engineer Receives Early Career Grant for CO2
Capture

"Carlos Morales-Guio, an assistant professor of chemical and biomolecular engineering at the UCLA
Samueli School of Engineering, has received a 2020 Scialog Collaborative Innovation Award to support
collaborative research in capturing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and transforming it into solid
carbon."
LINK

Read more » UCLA: UCLA Chemical Engineer Receives Early Career Grant for CO2 Capture
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